Drive Genius 3

MORE POWER • MORE SPEED • MORE OPTIONS
Is your Mac running slower? Is your hard drive filling up and you don’t
know why? Are you seeing the beach ball more and more? Try Drive
Genius 3, the best hard drive utility on the Mac platform- DrivePulse®,
Defrag, DriveSlim™, Repartition-on-the-fly and Scan are only a few of the
award-winning features of Drive Genius 3. Drive Genius 3 now includes
DrivePulse®, the easiest way to monitor the overall health of your drive.
Optimize your drive with Drive Genius 3. Yes, this is the same product
used by Apple at the Genius Bar to defrag your drive!
Street Price: $99.00
Part Number: 59100
UPC Code: 794038-59100-4

Repair

Quickly fix corruption and errors to get your damaged drive up
and running fast.

NEW FEATURES
DrivePulse®

Monitors the overall health of your drive, alerting you to
possible issues before they become major problems.

64-bit

Runs as a 64-bit application on Mac OS 10.6 or later with a
compatible 64-bit processor.

Enhanced Defrag

Provides even better defragmentation of your files and even
more fragmentation information in a new user interface.

RAID Support

Support for hardware RAID and Apple’s software RAID.

Enhanced Repartition

Add, delete, hide, expand or shrink OS X partitions so you can
organize your drive more efficiently.

Scan

Realtime bad-block scanning and an extended block verification
that stress tests the read/write validity.

Email Notifications

e n g i n e e r i n g,

i n c.

Fine tune all aspects of your system with direct, advanced byte
viewing and editing.

Information

In-depth report of specifications and space utilization of all
drives or OS X volumes.

Initialize

Easy, high level OS X formatting to prepare new hard drives for
use on your Mac.

DriveSlim™

Free up more space on your hard drive.

Benchtests

Comprehensive speed tests and
graphical comparisons.

Shred

Stop prying eyes with DoD compliant (5220.22 - m) secure
erase. Removes all traces of data from free space & deleted
data on any drive or OS X volume.

Clone

Fast and easy volume or entire drive cloning.

E-mail notifications can be sent when
long-running tasks complete and you are away from your
computer.

PROSOFT

Sector Edit

Integrity Check

Comprehensive hardware verification tests.
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